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Dune 2 controls

Video game This article is about the second dune video game. For frank herbert sequel to his novel Dunes, see Dune Messiah. About MUSH can be found in Dunes II (MUSH). Dune IIDeveloper(s) Westwood StudiosPublisher(s)Virgin GamesDirector(s)Aaron E. PowellLyle J. HallProducer(s)Brett SperryDesigner(s)Joe
BosticMarc Cram Aaron E. PowellProgrammer(s)Joseph BosticScott K. BowenWriter(s)Rick GushDonna J. BundyMarc CramComposer(s)Frank KlepackiDwight OkaSharaeriesDunePlatform(s)Amiga, MS-DOS, RISC OS, Genesis/Mega DriveReleaseMS-DOSDecember 1992Amiga1993Mega Drive/GenesisNA: 1993EU:
1993RISC OS1995Genre(s)Real-time Strategy Model(s)Single Player Dunes II: Building Dynasty (named Dunes II: Battle for Arrakis in Europe and Dunes: Battle for Arrakis for the Port of North America Mega Drive/Genesis respectively) is a real-time strategy dune video game developed by Westwood Studios and
released by Virgin Games in December 1992. It is based on an adaptation of David Lynch's 1984 film Dunes, Frank Herbert's science fiction novel of the same name. While not necessarily the first real-time strategy (RTS) video game, Dunes II has established a format that will be followed in the coming years. [1] [2]
Dunes II is therefore an archetypical real-time strategy game. Striking a balance between complexity and innovation, it was a huge success and laid the foundation for Command &amp; Conquer, Warcraft, and many other RTS games that followed. Plot Emperor Frederick IV House Corrino is desperate for the harvesting
of valuable drugs melange (also known as spice), found only on the planet Arrakis, to pay off all its debt incurred due to internecine wars with family members. To achieve this, he now offers the only Arrakis governor who of the three houses (Atreides, Harkonnen, and the Hordes of Canons) presents the most spice to
him. The war begins as deputies from all three houses arrive in Arraki. The player is a military commander from the palace of his choice. The first few missions aim to successfully build a base in the unoccupied territory of Arraki, harvest spice harvests and defeat the invader. Later, when three houses divide Arrakis
between them, the player must attack and capture enemy territories. When a player dominates Arrakis on the world map, the other two enemy factions ally against their common enemy. The final final showdown is a battle between the player's house against three enemy sides, among them Frederick Forces Sardaukar
(a non-playing elite force whose heavy infantry are particularly powerful). Introductory, mission briefings and endgame cutscenes are different for each Parliament, taking into account their very different world views. Weapons and units are also different from houses to houses. Gameplay Player takes one of three
interplanetary houses, Atreides, Harkonnen or Ordos Commander, in order to wrestle control of Arrakis from the other two houses. House not featured in dune novels and mentioned only in the encyclopedia of canon dunes. The main strategy of the game is to harvest spices from treacherous sand dunes using a
harvester vehicle, convert spices into credits through a refinery and build military units with these acquired credits in order to fend off and destroy the enemy. The game map initially begins with the fog of war, covering the entire area, which is not included in the video range of the player units. When units explore the map,
darkness is removed. Unlike later games such as Warcraft II: Tides of Darkness, the fog of war is lifted forever with initial exploration; it does not become dark again when the units leave the area. In addition to the enemy invasion, there are other dangers, such as a marauding, gigantic sandworm capable of swallowing



vehicles and the whole of infantry, but blocked by rocky terrain. The player can only build on a rocky terrain, but before that must build concrete foundations to avoid deterioration of structures due to harsh weather conditions. Constructions are still gradually disappearing over time, regardless of whether the
aforementioned weather conditions lead to those concrete slabs, although concrete eventually saves repair costs. The spice fields are marked with orange on the sand, darker orange, indicating a high concentration. Some spices can be hidden as bumps on the terrain (spice blooms), which become spice fields when
shot, or when the unit passes through them (the device is destroyed after the spice blow). The player is given a map of the Arrakis planet before most missions, where they can choose a different territory where they can play between two or three. This primarily affects the enemy's home, which fought in another mission,
because all missions except the first two need to completely destroy the enemy. To reach the endgame, you need to fight with nine territories, regardless of home. Dunes II interface was the later RTS design template Some of the main elements that first appeared in Dunes II and later appear in many other RTS games:
Map of the World, from which another mission of resource collection is chosen to finance the construction of a unit Simple base and unit building construction dependency (technology tree) mobile devices, which can be deployed as buildings Different sides / fractions (houses), each of which has unique units types and
super weapons Context sensitive mouse pointer to issue commands (introduced in mega drive/ Genesis version) Completion of higher missions gives permission to use improved technology and higher order weaponry unique to each House that ensures a diverse game. For example, House of Harkonnen may be able to
build its own Devastator tanks with heavy armor and ordnance, but can't build a similarly impressive Atreides Sonic Tank. Hordes have access to - a specialized tank that shoots nerve gases, which for a limited time switches the loyalty of the target units to the ordos. Hordes. Houses are also limited to their production
capacity the House Ordos can't build Atreides-style trikes, but rather make faster raider trikes, while House of Harkonnen builds heavier but more expensive quad bikes. The player can get access to other home special units to capture enemy factory and production of the desired units to catch the factory (House Atreides
heavy vehicle factory Sonic Tank, House Ordos Light Vehicle Factory Raider Trikes, House Ordos heavy vehicle factory Deviator tanks, or House Harkonnen's Heavy Vehicle Factory for Devastator tanks). Note that Deviator is not owned by House Ordos still switches control of the target units of the House Ordos, not to
the side that owns the Deviator. Apparently Westwood was aware of this feature because capturing the Sardaukar heavy vehicle factory allows the player to build both Sonic Tank and Devastator, but not Ordos Deviator. Buildings can only be built in rocky areas and connected to another existing building. To protect them
from constant wear and tear, the player must first put concrete panels on the construction sites. Production buildings can be upgraded several times at cost to produce more advanced units or buildings. The final prize for the commander is the Palace Palace building, from where superweapons can be released to
opponents in the final divisions of the game. The House harkonnen superweapon is a long-range powerful but inaccurate toe rocket called Death Hand, while Dom Atreides can urge local Fremen infantry soldiers, whose player has no control, to engage in enemy targets. House Ordos can release the fast-moving
Saboteur, the main purpose of which is the destruction of buildings. Dune II AI was one of the first used in RTS games, and although better than Herzog Zwei, it has various drawbacks. Examples include the only offensive player on the base side facing their own, the overall inability to perform side maneuvers rather than
rebuild the defense. [3] Recent fan-based game engine studies have revealed that AI can actually develop a more advanced strategy, but a large part of these options are not used due to persistent errors in all game mission scenarios. [4] The development of Virgin Interactive vice president Stephen Clarke-Willson in
1998, the expansion of Dunes II began when Virgin Interactive planned to cancel cryo interactive adventure game Dune Production, after which he was given the task of understanding what to do with the dune license. [5] After reading the original dune novel, he decided that, from the point of view of the game, the real
stress was the struggle to control the spices, so a resource-based strategic video game would be a good idea. It was around this time that employee Graeme Devine (who later founded Trilobyte) introduced everyone in the Virgin office real-time strategy game Sega Genesis/Mega Drive herzog Zwei (1989). Clarke-
Willson described it as a game in which the player kept clicking on items and then zooming in to the next part of the screen. It was very difficult to see what was going on as an observer. Still, everyone liked it, it had quick action, and it was a strategic game. Virgin's staff, including Clarke-Willson and Seth Mendelsohn
(who later worked on the Ultima series), then went to Westwood Studios to talk about the dune game. According to Clarke-Willson, Westwood agreed to make a resource strategy game based on dunes, and agreed to look at Herzog Zwei's design ideas. It later emerged that Cryo's game of the same name had not been
canceled, so Westwood's real-time strategy game was called Dune II. [6] Brett Sperry, founder of Westwood Studios and producer of Dune II, said in 2008 that the conceptualization of the game began when Virgin President Martin Alper approached him with an offer to use his dune licence to produce the game, realizing
that Cryo dunes had been revoked. As for video game design, Sperry stated: Dune II's inspiration was partly from Populous, partly from my work on Eye Of The Beholder and the final and perhaps most important part came from an argument I once had with Chuck Kroegel, then Vice President of Strategic Modeling Inc. ...
The essence of my argument with Chuck was that wargames sucked because of a lack of innovation and poor construction. Chuck thought the category was a long, slow decline because players were moving into more interesting genres... I felt that the genre has a lot of potential – the surface was barely scratched as
much as I did as [sic] related, especially from a design point of view. So I took it as a personal challenge and figured out how to harness real-time dynamics with great game control in a fast-paced wargame. He also stated that while Herzog Zwei was fun, another inspiration for Dunes II was the Mac software interface,
referring to the design/interface dynamics mouse click and selecting desktop elements that got him thinking: Why not allow the same inside the game environment? Why not a context sensitive playing field? In hell with all these hot keys, in hell with the keyboard as the main tool to manipulate the game! During the
production he learned that Cryo rushed to finish his game first, allowing Virgin to announce his game as a dune and Westwood game as Dunes II, despite Sperry protesting against that decision. [7] Louis Castle said in 1998 that the game's influence on the real-time strategy genre was unplanned and that the team's goal
was simply to add to the whole excitement and intensity of the war game, but with an action-packed game. [8] Other influences cited by Joseph Bostic (aka Joe Bostic), co-designer and principal programmer, and Mike Legg, one of the game's programmers, include turn-based strategy games Military Madness (1989) and
Civilization (1991), along with Herzog Zwei. In Bostic, the benefit through Herzog Zwei is that we had mouse and keyboard advantage. This greatly facilitated the precise control of the players, which allowed the player to give orders to individual units. The mouse and the direct control that allowed it was very important for
the RTS genre to be possible. [9] Originally released by DOS in 1992, Dunes II was one of the first PC games to support the recently introduced Common MIDI standard. The sound of the game was programmed with an intermediate miles sound library, which managed the dynamic conversion of the game MIDI music
score originally composed by Roland MT-32 to the selected sound card. In its initial release, the game setup utility lacked the tools to support individual output devices to support music score and speech/sound effects. This limitation was frustrating for the owners of high-quality MIDI synthesizers (e.g. Roland Sound
Canvas) because users could not play the game with both digital sound effects (which were lacking for MIDI synthesis) and with a high-quality MIDI score. Westwood later announced a revised setup tool to allow users to choose a different sound card for each type of game audio: digital language, music, and sound
effects. [10] In 1993, it was transferred to Amiga and Mega Drive/Genesis. Amiga floppy port is almost identical to the interface and game to play with the computer version, albeit with less detailed graphics and frequent disk swap (the game came to five drives). Saved games are stored on a specially formatted drive and
the game can also be installed on the hard drive. In the Amiga version, the player is limited to 32 units, but there are fixes that allow the DOS version to create and manage 255 units. Two years later, he was also brought to risc OS computers archimedo and Risc computer range. Mega Drive/Genesis Port has quite
different building and unit graphics, a full-screen menu with less user interface suitable for gamepad control, and not preserving game support based on access codes for access to each level. Other additions include the music test option and the tutorial that replaces the mentat screen. Several ideas from this version,
including a music track list and a replacement of sidebar command buttons with a context sensitive cursor, were used in the next Westwood Strategy game, Command &amp; Conquer. The game was transferred to Android in 2013. Also in 2013, a fan-made pandora's port became available on the basis of a reverse
engineering game engine. [11] [12] According to Westwood Studios, Dune II was a commercial success and, until November 1996, had been a commercial success. [13] The world of computer games in 1993 stated that the Dune II PC version will easily surpass its predecessor in terms of the game ... A real gem, with
probably the most outstanding sound and graphics ever to appear in a strategy game of this kind. [14] February 1994 planet[15], but in May 1994 a study of strategic space games, established in 2000 and later gave the game five stars out of five, describing it as wargame par excellance; excellent graphics and sound
makes for a pleasant gaming experience. The magazine hoped that Command &amp; Conquer would be its sequel. [16] Electronic games gave the game a score of 92%. [17] When the Dune II version of Amiga was released in 1993, it was positively reviewed. CU Amiga magazine rated the game highly with 85%,
praising the smooth game and control. [18] Dunes II received amiga user international's monthly game award when it was reviewed in September 1993. [19] GamePro named genesis version one of genesis's best war strategy trolleys, praising control, digitized speeches, music and fun gameplay. [20] Electronic Games
Of the Month scored genesis version 8 out of 10, commenting that the game is not only addictive, but easy to learn, which, in their report, is a very unusual strategy game. [21] 1993 The world of computer games called Dune II the strategy game of the year. [22] In 1996, Amiga Power scored the 11th best game of all
time. [23] 1996 The world of computer games announced Dune 2 the 70th best computer game ever released. [24] In 2004, this legendary game entered the GameSpy Hall of Fame. [25] In Poland, Wirtualna Polska (ranked eighth)[26] and CHIP (ranked fourth) included retrospective lists of the best Amiga games. [27]
2012 Time called it one of the 100 greatest video games of all time. [28] In 1994, PC Gamer US named Dune II the 49th best computer game of all time. In the same year PC Gamer UK named it the 21th best computer game of all time, calling it a wargame for those who don't like war games. [30] Legacy Dune II was one
of the most influential games in the real-time strategy genre, especially in Westwood's Command &amp; Conquer series. Although not every feature was unique, its specific pattern of war fog, mouse military micromanage and economic resource collection and base building became a feature of the RTS genre. It served
as a template for later real-time strategy games. [1] Chris Taylor stated that Dunes II and Command &amp; Conquer were great inspirations, driving him to leave the Electronic Arts to create Total Annihilation. [32] Dunes II also led to direct sequels: Westwood released a semi-redesigned Windows as a 2000 dune in
1998 with the PlayStation port the same year. Westwood later released emperor: Battle for the Dunes in 2001. There is also a fan-made game engine for recreation, such as Dune Legacy, which aims to improve suitability for use and control rather than change the game. [33] Links ^ a b Bob Bates. Game Developer
Market Guide, p. 141, Thomson Course Technology, 2003, ISBN 1-59200-104-1. ^ Drink, Bruce (May 19, 2008). Real Time Strategy Game Story: Dunes II. Archived from the original on January 31, 2009. Received on 22 May, [...] the game that is mainly credited to the revolutionary strategy genre [...] ^ Brian Schwab. AI
game engine programming, p. 107, Charles River Media. ISBN 1-58450-344-0. ^ Dune II team error, FED2k forums, 28 May 2009 ^ Cobbett, Richard (June 21, 2014). Saturday Crapshoot: Dunes. PC Gamer. Future plc. Retrieved July 3, 2014 ^ Clarke-Willson, Stephen (August 18, 1998). Realtime Strategy games
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